
ABA Therapy Worksheet:Version 2

Since applied behavior analysis is always done with the children with special needs. Children

with special needs usually throw temper tantrums, and indulge in self harm. To deal or guide

your child you need to understand what goes in their minds, or what is the cause behind their

behavioural issues. First step in ABA is to find out why the child is reacting the way he is

reacting

Functions of Behaviour- What does your child want

Sensory Attention Escape Tangible

Does he want
stimulation, hyper or

hypo

A child who wants
your time and

attention

Escape from
undesirable
situations

Any substance, any
material, or toy

● The antecedent: It examines an individual’s behavior in a certain environment,

how a situation is triggering the behavior. It also involves the thought when a

triggering situation occurs.

● Behavior: After assessment of antecedent, behavior is analyzed that which behavior
● is a result of the thoughts and triggers.
● Consequences: Finally the consequences are determined on the basis of behaviors.

Antecedent Behaviour Consequences

How is ABA used to reduce behavior?
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ABA therapist observes behavior in a natural setting and observes the role of environment in

behavior, what is triggering a specific behavior, and what are the factors that are preventing a

behavior to happen. A behavior can be strengthened or weakened by the use of a kid’s focus

of interest activity or object known as a reinforcer.

Strategies to Reduce Behavior:

Hold the reinforcer:

It involves reducing the reinforcer in order to achieve behavior. For example, if a child is

showing tantrums and throwing things then the therapist will guide the caregiver to not turn

the TV on. turning the TV on is a reinforcer of the behavior and it will strengthen that

negative behavior of the child. In this situation, parents are advised to ignore the tantrums for

either involve the kid in other activities.

Provide specific reinforcers to achieve different behaviors:

This strategy involves providing reinforcement to the child for showing the appropriate

behavior. This behavior can be already presented as socially acceptable behavior or

something a child does on the command of the therapist. This technique will help to

strengthen the positive behavior of the child.

Provide less desirable consequences:

If a child is showing behavior that is so rare in nature and involves harming himself or others

then the therapist recommends using a consequence that the child does not like at all. It

involves taking away the thing that a child likes the most.This technique is known as a

punishment for the children.
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